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What is BULO Coin?
BULO Coin is a real shitcoin with absolutely no use case and no roadmap! It was created to
have fun with the Algorand ecosystem and community.
It is ASA N°498684064 https://algoexplorer.io/asset/498684064

Is the liquidity locked?
Yes!
The liquidity is provided via Tinyman.org and the liquidity pool token is ASA N°498705616
https://algoexplorer.io/asset/498705616
You can see here in tinylock that the initial liquidity of 399 liquidity pool tokens is locked until year
2030: https://tinylock.org/search?asa1=498684064
It is in the wallet XR7D74QDBFXMLCO5C42ABHJWDOHMQ6K3OIFDUNLNA4AJRPYPQG63ONVLKI
controlled by tinylock.
The address RYGAYDBUXXWHKMMF3SKK2JME22EF4PD47QBMQY3NLYMIXT3ZNZEIIW3VU4 is the
tinyman liquidity pool address.
The dev knows we need more liquidity but unfortunately today (2nd of January 2022) tinyman has
some security concerns and unlocked liquidity had to be removed.

Is ownership renounced?
Yes!
You can also see in tinylock that there are no manager account, no clawback account, and no freeze
account, ownership is renounced! https://tinylock.org/search?asa1=498684064
You can double check on the “technical information” tab on algoexplorer:
https://algoexplorer.io/asset/498684064

Why the name BULO Coin?
While the BULO Coin has no use case and no roadmap, the BULO has a background: it plays a big role
in the "Erasme Legacy" lore. "Erasme Legacy" is a fun NFT project on the WAX blockchain. It wasn’t
updated since a long time, but it may one day (no promise here, just wishful thinking)
Learn more about "Erasme Legacy" and the BULO’s background here: https://erasme-legacy.site/

Will you make money with BULO Coin ?
No, probably not. These is a tiny chance you will make money. There is a huge chance you will lose
money

Will you have fun with BULO Coin ?
Yes, a lot of fun!

Is there an dApp ?
Yes, but it’s shitty. https://app.bulocoin.site/
You can connect using wallet connect, see your Algo, BULO and ALGO-BULO liquidity pool tokens.
You can also opt-in the ASA if it’s not already done.

Is there a roadmap?
No, as it should be with all real genuine shitcoins!

Who are the top holders?
You can check the top holders on Algoexplorer on the “Holders” tab.
Here is a screenshot taken the 2nd of January 2022:

Here are the known wallets:
-

-

-

JI2OYVVAU7XONKPZJJ4SW2IT6SIJ55SMGP4R4HFPAPBIVIWYEQVEJUEP2E : It’s the dev wallet
MKCSLHS32KO5NIBA76O5JKYZOJXIWRNPEBZP3HZ57GXCKTK2P3RPUWOFDI : It’s 20 % of the
supply locked until April 2022 in tinylock (these coins will be sent back to the dev wallet
once the lock expire)
GNSWMZIMRBYILF6BH3JTR3JLEZT4OH5ZNW4IFU4VR4DSMLHBMDRXQOTG3E : it’s the dev’s
personal shitcoin wallet
VHSFEBLMIU2IC3C55WAK3CGMKVQH25NYMBWT7US3XOM26IU2YCHWZXA63E,
PYBWHUZJCBBKAWR76JT6EE7B5KFGOIY3ZEPFQQEQMANRSTRS4F244CNPSU,
ZVDJLJOWTNMLLPT7PSO25M7K5K6T3XG5XZQTYBYYCEZPNO5WMHGS6CBUPQ : They are 3
close friends of the dev, lovers of the BULO since the beginning more than 15 years ago.
These people only hold BULO coins, they discovered Algorand when told them about the
BULO coin.
RYGAYDBUXXWHKMMF3SKK2JME22EF4PD47QBMQY3NLYMIXT3ZNZEIIW3VU4: The tinyman
liquidity pool. The dev knows we need more liquidity but unfortunately today (2nd of

-

-

January 2022) tinyman has some security concerns and unlocked liquidity had to be
removed.
PBWUALILPFWEWIM2336MAOWDGQCGGUYOVCKJDFMCN2PBORV32ONV5I2IO4,
FUODG6JGRP42JHBZ7UWXBTDYT7AXYVMCVYB7OUQ3ISEVPGHZGFBYROCCUY,
2AFDNYXSHMA3AXHG56ZVHXVRB6HFHMB4VETUIGT2QWW7HTVXDRWYUODEEA: They are
three close friends of the dev, lovers of the BULO since a few years. Some of them where
already shitcoins enthusiasts, some discovered Algorand thanks to BULO Coin
A4DLNHK245SEDGTFQAC2XZV4EAQ5UMJPJ5CVHCXMBMXVEMY6GOETQSOFU4: it’s the
Dev’s second personal wallet
The other ones are not known. Congratulations to
X55UPHYDXVY2Q4IMLCV6HQ5MHU4X3HULBKOBBO4OOYYUHRJUV4CHBY7GTI for being
BULO’s biggest natural whale

